What a busy few weeks! Year 3H have settled into primary school with amazing ease and are excited about the challenges that this year will bring.

In Science and Technology we have been studying the unit ‘Light Fantastic’. We have been investigating sources of light and students will be presenting a project in Week 6. Students over the next few weeks will be working in groups to experiment with coloured filters and make their own periscope using recycled materials. We will also be integrating what we have learned into Creative Art projects.

Creative Art this term also includes our entry into the Coonabarabran Show. Students have been thinking about their strengths in terms of Coonabarabran Public School’s ‘You Can Do It’ keys and have placed a coloured handprint onto calico which forms the basis of our ‘Class Quilt’. We have also been practising some basic sewing skills and talking about other famous tapestries and quilts of our world. Students are very excited about creating history so please look for our wall hanging at the show.